Measurements include studies of effect of hydrostatic pressure, up to 80 kbar, on fluorescence spectra of ruby, especially the pressure dependence of t e energy of the lines related to 4+ fluorescence of paired Cr ions. We have considered the high pressure spectroscopy experiments as effective tool for identification of the lines and investigation of the exchange interaction.
3+
At low concentration of Cr ions ( about 0 . 1 wt% ) the ruby fluorescence is dominated by two strong zero-phonon lines ( R1 and R I 
[ Se(Se+l) -9/2 I (1) and
respectively. In formulas (1) and additional energy related to the crystal field of trigonal symmetry, rAB is interionic distance. The energetic structure of the ground state is well described by exchange interaction , whereas the energetic structure of the excited state is rather complicated 151, 111 ( see also Fig. 1 ).
Since the Coulomb, trigonal field and exchange integrals depend on the distance between the paired ions they depend also on pressure and therefore give contributions to the pressure coefficient of the emission line.
For analysis of our fluorescence spectra we have considered that the energy of the individual line is defined by E= Ee-Eg . Hence the pressure coefficient of the line , dE/dp is given by; where dA /dp is pressure coefficient of the 2~-> 0 4~2 transition in a free ion ( dAo/dp= -0.76 cm-'/kbarl. K(rAB) is equal to Ke -K and g Q(r )= 0 -0 One should notice that since we measure energies of AB e g' transitions for the pairs characterized by well defined interionic distance ( first, second , third , fourth , etc. nearest neighbors) the quantities; dK(rAg)/dp , dJe(rAg)/dp and dJR(rAg)/dp can be estimated compressibility for ruby, 1.36-1.22 * 10 kbar-I [61, allows to determine dr /dp for any pair. AB For analysis we have considered the energetic structure of the pairs as presented in Fig. 1. [ 11 . One can calculate the dependence of the exchange and Coulomb integrals: J and K on rAB (see Fig. 2 ). g
For obtaining K(rAB) we have calculated the centers of gravity of the ground and excited states using the energies presented in Fig. 1 , assuming that each component of the excited state has the same degeneracy. The results are presented in Fig. 2 . One estimates the quantities: dK(rAB)/dp and dJ (r )/dp for individual pairs ( see g AB Table 2 . Pressure coefficients of the exchange d K(rAB)/dp ? -0.5 -0.25 --0.1 and Coulomb integrals for the first, second, d J (r )/dp One can see that for all cases the Coulomb interaction depends much stronger on pressure than exchange interaction. Unfortunately, since we do not know the exact interpretation of the structure of the excited states, it is impossibly to estimate the quantities dQ/dp and dJe/dp.
Nevertheless because each fluorescence line can be related to respective pair we can test whether d0/dp and dJe/dp really influence the spectra.
We have performed detailed calculations for N1 and N2 lines assuming that they correspond to transitions from thermalized levels of the excited state, to S=2 component of the ground state in third neighbor pair (N1), and to the S=l component of the ground state in fourth nearest neighbor pair (N2). The second assumption was that the exchange coupling in the excited state is ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic in the case of fourth and third nearest neighbor pairs, respectively. Using formula (3) and data from Table 2 . we have obtained
One can see that in both cases the calculated pressure coefficients are the same as experimental (see Table 1 .) under a condition that contributions from trigonal field and exchange interaction in the excited state are zero or compensate each other. In fact, in the case of the third and fourth nearest neighbor pairs the exchange interaction can be weak and therefore does not influence much the pressure coefficient. Also the role of the changes of the trigonal field with pressure for longer distance pairs is rather negligible. The experimental data seems to confirm this prediction, since all spectral lines identified as related to third and fourth nearest neighbor pairs are characterized by -1 pressure coefficients of the order of -0.7 --1 cm /kbar. However, one should notice that it can not concern the first and second nearest neighbor pairs. Actually we have observed the lines with positive pressure coefficients ( see Table 1 ). Part of them is related to phonon sideband of the spectrum, nevertheless our model predicts also th5+possibility of positive pressure coefficients of lines related to Cr pairs systems. Relation (3) shows that positive contributions to the pressure coefficients of the fluorescence lines are related to; 0.5dJe(rAB)/dp 1 S (S +1) -9/2 I -0.5dJ (r )/dp [S ( S +I) -15/21 , e e g AB g g under conditions that S =2 and S 52. Especially for close pairs ( the E! -first or second nearest neighbor) this quantity can dominate.
